Abstract F.A. Hayek's broad research program has led some to conclude that his impact on economics has been minimal. This citation study examines the frequency of Nobel laureates cited by other laureates in the official Prize Lectures to understand how elite economists influence other elite economists. It finds that Hayek is the second most frequently mentioned laureate in the Prize Lectures, and he has the second most publication citations of the laureates. Hayek's influence on the top-tier of economists is substantial.
Introduction
Friedrich A. Hayek's academic contributions span an impressive number of fields, including monetary and capital theory, constitutional economics, law, psychology, and political philosophy. Throughout his career, his work has challenged the mainstream economics profession by arguing against the acceptance of scientific socialism by mainstream economists, questioning the assumption of given information and static (rather than dynamic) markets, and denying the positivist methodology --which is still dominant --in favor of emphasizing the complexity of social phenomenon. 
Results
I record the number of times a laureate is cited in the others' lectures. This measure gives no indication of the extent to which a person is cited in a lecture, only the number of laureates who cited him at all. For the fifteen lectures without a clearly defined "references" section, I simply examine the lecture and record the laureates mentioned. I exclude self-citations. Table 1 displays the results. To get a better idea of whether these are passing citations or substantive discussions, I count the number of laureate's publications cited in the references section. For example, if a lecture cites Coase's 1937 and 1960 pieces, I would record a "2" for Coase for this lecture. I do not discount coauthored publications. As mentioned above, fifteen of the lectures do not have a references section. For all laureates mentioned in these lectures, I simply record a one. Clearly, this will bias the results. I put an asterisk (in Table 2 ) next to the laureates who did not have a "references" section. The reader is free to speculate about to whom the laureates may have given multiple citations. Notably, neither Buchanan nor Coase have a references section, which I suspect would generate quite a few more citations for Hayek. Table 2 
